Very high-dose methotrexate (33.6 g/m(2)) as central nervous system preventive therapy for childhood acute lymphoblastic leukemia: results of National Cancer Institute/Children's Cancer Group trials CCG-191P, CCG-134P and CCG-144P.
Between 1977 and 1991, the Children's Cancer Group and the National Cancer Institute conducted three trials of very high-dose methotrexate (33.6 g/m2; VHD-MTX) in place of cranial radiation (CRT) as central nervous system (CNS) preventive therapy, and assessed efficacy, acute toxicity and long-term neurocognitive outcome. CCG-191P compared VHD-MTX to CRT plus intrathecal methotrexate (IT-MTX) in 181 patients and demonstrated equivalent survival. However, patients treated with CRT had poorer performance on neurocognitive testing over time. CCG-134P evaluated the addition of intensified systemic and intrathecal therapy to VHD-MTX in 128 patients with high-risk acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) and demonstrated reduced CNS relapse compared to the CCG-191P trial, but equivalent survival. CCG-144P compared VHD-MTX to IT-MTX alone in 175 patients with average-risk ALL and demonstrated equivalent survival. VHD-MTX was associated with significant toxicities, particularly neutropenia, transient hepatic dysfunction and sepsis. VHD-MTX achieved similar survival to other CNS-directed therapies without the long-term impact on intelligence, but with substantial acute toxicities.